
 

 

 

 

Did you know you can support Regis 

every time you shop online at Amazon.com? 

There are 2 easy ways to help! 

From a desktop or any non-mobile device:  

 

Start each Amazon shopping trip via this special link 

(http://tinyurl.com/mh56mnp) and Regis will 

receive a commission of up to 8% on everything 

you purchase during that trip! Once you reach the 

Amazon site through the special link, complete your 

shopping as usual. Regis will automatically receive 

credit for your purchases. 

 

From any mobile device including tablets and 

smartphones: 

 

Visit smile.amazon.com and sign in using your 

regular Amazon log-in.  Select “The Regis School of 

the Sacred Heart” from the list of AmazonSmile 

options.  Regis will then earn .5% of every future 

purchase you make originating from the 

smile.amazon.com site.   

 

 

Helping adds nothing to your cost and supports valuable Regis programming. Try it today! 

Have questions?  Please read below for answers to some frequently asked questions… 

Can I share this link with other people? 

Yes!  Please share this link with anyone you know who would like to support Regis.  Ask your friends and 

family to bookmark our link! 

 

I have Amazon Prime.  Will the school still receive commission for my purchases? 

Yes, as long as the website is accessed via the special link the school will receive the commission. 

Will Regis receive a commission if I shop on Amazon from my smartphone or tablet? 

Regis will receive AmazonSmile commissions (.5%) for purchases initiated from mobile devices such as 

smartphones and tablets.   

 

I use Amazon’s Subscribe and Save program.  Will Regis receive commission for these 

purchases? 

At this time, Amazon does not offer commissions on the Subscribe and Save or subscription renewal 

programs. 

 

How much will Regis earn on my purchases? 

The rate of commission paid to the school depends on the type of products purchased and the total 

number of products purchased in a given month.  Generally, the commission will range from 4%-8% for 

desktop purchases and .5% from AmazonSmile purchases. 

Is there anything on Amazon that is excluded? 

Yes, some items are excluded products and will not generate a commission for the school.  Generally, 

these excluded items include large-ticket items such as TVs, computers, and other more expensive 

electronic equipment. 

http://tinyurl.com/mh56mnp

